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The History Press affords authors the opportunity to do what they do best, 
research and write. They take care of everything else. The company publishes 
numerous titles that suit practically every interest and passion. It’s nice to 
know that somebody still cares about history.
Michael J. Lisicky
Author of Hutzler’s: Where Baltimore Shops, Wanamaker’s: Meet Me at the Eagle, 
Gimbels Has It and Baltimore’s Bygone Department Stores: Many Happy Returns

The History Press afforded me the opportunity to share my passion and 
love for history with a broader audience than I ever could have imagined. 
With the guidance and support of the staff at the History Press, I truly 
enjoyed the experience and adventure of writing my books.  
Christopher Byrd Downey
Author of Stede Bonnet: Charleston’s Gentleman Pirate and Charleston and the Golden 
Age of Piracy

As an author of several local history books, I appreciate the smooth and 
stress-free process that The History Press provides to get my community’s 
stories published. I have found the editors to be very helpful and eager to 
assist me. I have a whole list of books I can’t wait to write because of The 
History Press!
Kim Jarrell Johnson
Author of Wicked Jurupa Valley: Murder & Misdeeds in Rural Southern California 
and co-author of A Brief History of Eastvale

If you want editors who care about the text, designers with imagination, 
and publicity folks who are encouraging and responsive to your books, 
then The History Press wins hands down. Each time I work with The 
History Press, I remember why I love writing. 
Mary Collins Barile
Author of Hooked Rugs of the Midwest: A Handcrafted History, Forgotten Tales of 
Missouri and The Haunted Boonslick: Ghosts, Ghouls & Monsters of Missouri’s Heartland 
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The History Press brings a new way of thinking to book 

publishing—preserving and enriching community by empowering 

local history and culture enthusiasts to write local stories for 

local audiences. Our books are useful resources for research and 

preservation, but it is their value as touchstones for community 

identity that drives us to publish works that national houses and 

university presses too often have ignored. Infused with local color, 

our books are highly readable, often brief and aimed at a general 

readership.

Since starting in 2004, we have published nearly two thousand 

of the highest quality local and regional titles from coast to coast. 

We offer authors a full-service, traditional publishing experience, 

from project inception and editorial assistance through design and 

printing and onto publicity and sales.

We are always looking for historians and writers to help preserve 

America’s rich regional heritage. The following series are some of 

our favorites. However, we welcome proposals on any book ideas 

related to local topics of interest.

645 Meeting Street • Suite 200 • Charleston, SC  29403 • 843.577.5971 
publishing@historypress.net • www.historypress.net
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Bestsellers in any community, the accessible and well-illustrated books 
in this series offer residents and visitors alike a fresh new look at the 
heritage and history of a town or county, from founding to present, using 
approximately 30,000 to 40,000 words and 50 to 60 images. Authors 
are highly knowledgeable historians, often affiliated with local historical 
societies and eager to promote their work when invited to speak at book 
signings and lectures. The writing in this series varies from academic to 
casual and focuses on one specific community.

B r i e f  H i s t o r y
Q

L a n d m a r k s
Q

Books in this series are accessiBle and well-illustrated histories 
of significant landmarks or historic sites. Authors must be highly 
knowledgeable professional, historians whose research is supported and 
welcomed by the landmark organization—ideally, through an official 
connection. Each book contains approximately 35,000 words organized 
by subject or chronology with about 60 historic and modern images. 
Color inserts are an option for deserving photography. Successful 
landmark subjects are sites with high visitor numbers and built-in sales 
channels, as visitors make up the main audience.
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B r i e f  H i s t o r y a m e r i c a n  c H r o n i c L e s

L a n d m a r k s

these Books comBine historical vignettes, collected from newspaper 
columns, magazines or historical society newsletters, to present a 
distinctive look at a community’s past. Authors tend to be history 
columnists, contributing writers or editors who compile 30,000 to 
35,000 words—often previously published articles—and at least 50 to 60 
images of historic local places, people and events.

H i d d e n  H i s t o r y

similar to the american chronicles series, Hidden History books 
dig a little deeper to reveal often-overlooked but noteworthy stories from 
an area’s past. The geographic focus ranges from a town to a region of a 
state, and books feature 30,000 to 35,000 words and 50 to 60 images of 
historic local places, people and events.
 

Q

Q



historical haunts are the focus of this city- or region-specific series. 
Each book chronicles both the widely known and less-familiar history 
behind local ghosts and other unexplained mysteries. Successful 
books in this series depend on energetic authors who often lead ghost 
tours and are eager to promote their book to tour-goers, regardless of 
the season. The average Haunted America book totals approximately 
30,000 words and is broken into roughly 10 to 15 chapters, usually 
with 1 or more picture per chapter.

H a u n t e d  a m e r i c a
Q

W i c k e d
Q

overwhelmingly successful, this series presents the illicit side of 
history, spotlighting the prostitutes and preachers, pirates and perps 
who—for better or worse—helped shape a community. Tables of 
contents resemble rap sheets, featuring tales of murder, bootlegging, 
moonshining, robbery, duels and dirty politics. The books consist 
of approximately 30,000 to 35,000 words divided into subject- or 
era-appropriate chapters and 30 to 35 historic images secured from 
newspaper archives and police libraries.
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H a u n t e d  a m e r i c a t r u e  c r i m e

W i c k e d

a chronological narrative focuses on one sensational, historic crime 
or criminal that area residents aren’t likely to forget. From the details of 
the deeds and relevant historical events to the dramatics of the trial and 
the aftermath, each book examines all sides of an iniquitous affair in 
30,000 to 35,000 words and 25 to 35 images secured from newspaper 
archives, personal collections or police libraries.

m u r d e r  &  m a y H e m

the murder & mayhem series chronicles violent crime that rocked a 
region, county or city during a period of history. For instance, Murders 
in Monmouth covers local murders at the turn of the century, while 
Death in North Carolina’s Piedmont explores history from the exploits of 
the outlaw Jesse Dobbins to the malicious injustices of the Civil War. 
These books are composed of between 30,000 and 35,000 words and 
30 to 35 images. 

Q

Q



few ideas are more romantic or haunting than the concept of what 
has been lost to time. Books in this series honor communities and 
special places abandoned or transformed by progress and dignified 
modes of transportation replaced by speed. Images may be as nostalgic 
as people waving bon voyage from the glorious decks of long-retired 
ships or as stark as empty skyscrapers adorned with graffiti. Content 
includes 30,000 to 40,000 words and 70 to 80 mostly historic images.

L o s t
Q

f o r G o t t e n  t a L e s
Q

stories in this zany series include unlikely but true incidents that 
may have been largely overshadowed by headlines of war or famine 
but have not gone unnoticed by the diligent authors who mine 
local libraries, newspapers and archives to rediscover these gems. 
Forgotten Tales of North Carolina recounts sea monster sightings and 
hitchhiking alligators, while Forgotten Tales of Long Island delights 
readers with snake-eyed horses and swamp serpents. With 30,000 to 
35,000 words, these books cover either an entire state or a region 
with a distinct identity. Hand-drawn illustrations provided by The 
History Press accompany selected stories.
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L o s t

f o r G o t t e n  t a L e s

this series honors the 150th anniversary of the War Between the 
States. Each book is a concise illustrated history of an epic battle, a 
critical turning point, a pivotal campaign or a hallowed location. 
Authors are respected Civil War scholars who condense their research 
into accessible volumes of 40,000 to 50,000 words and 60 to 70 images. 
Successful subjects have on-site visitors’ centers with retail operations 
that support the books.

W a r  e r a  &  m i L i t a r y

nothing Binds a people, marks a community and transforms a society 
like the experience of wartime or a prolonged military presence. Books 
in this wide-ranging series explore either the influence of a war on a 
state, county or city or the significance of a place in American military 
history. Authors tend to be professional historians, and books include 
30,000 to 40,000 words with 65 to 85 images.

Q

Q

c i v i L  W a r 
s e s q u i c e n t e n n i a L



every locale claims its own brand of legends, lore, folktales, myths 
and superstitions. With 30,000 to 35,000 words and at least 30 images, 
content in these books covers anything from pirates, shipwrecks and sea 
monsters to Native American creation myths and heroic feats of bravery.

a m e r i c a n  L e G e n d s
Q

a m e r i c a n  H e r i t a G e
Q

american society and culture has formed and evolved thanks to 
the sacrifices and contributions of many marginalized groups of 
people, including Native Americans, women, immigrants and slaves. 
Each book in this diverse series examines the history and legacy 
of an identified group of people in a city, county, state or region. 
Authors are local historians who are either part of or embraced by 
the communities being honored. These books contain 30,000 to 

40,000 words and 60 to 80 images.  
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a m e r i c a n  L e G e n d s s P o r t s
Q

a m e r i c a n  H e r i t a G e

this series highlights the important moments, players, teams, 

personalities, triumphs and losses that define the history of sport in a city, 

county or state. Authors are notable sports journalists, historians or people 

otherwise closely affiliated with their subjects, such as coaches or former 

players. Whether it’s basketball or hunting, any sport with a massive local 

or regional fan base or participants might be a good topic for this series. 

Organized thematically or chronologically, the content features plenty of 

lists and charts of statistics, records and all-time best players. Books typically 

include 30,000 to 35,000 words and 65 to 75 images.

m u s i c

celeBrating the regional roots of American musical traditions, this 
series presents the stories of groundbreaking performers, distinctive 
styles, venerable venues and influential scenes that have defined genres 
and awakened audiences over the generations. Authors are music 
historians or writers with strong relationships in the local musical 
community being covered. With 35,000 to 40,000 words and 60 to 
80 images, these books showcase oral histories, archival images and 
discography, as well as historical context and analysis.

Q



this wide-ranging series celeBrates the rich heritage of 
distinctive tastes and appetites in communities across the 
nation. Authors are well-known local food writers, and 
books typically are 35,000 to 45,000 words with 60 to 80 
images, often in color. Food, wine and beer aficionados will 

appreciate these books for their complex layers of knowledge, while casual 
food lovers will revel in the recipes, nostalgia and flavorful anecdotes.

a m e r i c a n  P a L a t e
Q

n a t u r a L  H i s t o r y  P r e s s
Q

the timeless allure of america’s distinctive landscapes, 
flora and fauna is explored in these books, typically written 
by local naturalists or nature writers with devoted audiences. 
Content varies from essays and observations to narratives 
and chronological presentations on the natural and human 
history of beloved outdoor destinations. Ideally, these books 

contain 35,000 to 40,000 words and 60 to 80 images, often in color.
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a m e r i c a n  P a L a t e d i s a s t e r
Q

n a t u r a L  H i s t o r y  P r e s s

Books in this series either detail a specific disaster that struck a place at 

a moment in history or chronicle various disasters that devastated a place 

throughout its history. Ideally, these books contain 32,000 to 35,000 

words and 65 to 75 images.

t r a n s P o r t a t i o n  &  i n d u s t r y

this series recognizes the ingenuity and determination evident in 
the history of American travel and commerce via land, air and water. 
The ideal author is a local historian with established expertise in 
the subject, whether it’s military aviation, cable cars, coal mining or 
lobster fishing. Books typically include 32,000 to 35,000 words and 
65 to 75 images 

Q



every interesting event can be tied to a date, and every date is 
noteworthy at some point in time. These titles feature one historical 
anecdote per page relevant to each date on the calendar, centered on 
a city, county, state or regional topic of interest. Well researched and 
cleverly written by a local writer, each book includes about 55,000 
words and 50 to 60 images. 

o n  t H i s  d a y  i n  H i s t o r y
Q
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A large civic celebration heightened the dedication of  
Memorial Hall in 1906, making the East Broad Street 
structure the nation’s second-largest auditorium in seating 
capacity. Built to honor Civil War veterans, it was so long 
in coming that it also honored Spanish American War 
veterans. Memorial Hall, for years the quintessential white 
elephant after the building of  Veteran’s Memorial on West 
Broad Street in the 1950s, found new life as the first Center 
for Science and Industry and, years later, was remodeled 
and refurbished for Franklin County. 

Horse-drawn carriages pull up in front of the newly dedicated Franklin 
County Memorial Hall. CLF.

JANUARY    21

January 12

2001—BALDWIN V. BASINGER

The eldest of  the four acting Baldwin boys from Long 
Island, Alec Baldwin was married to Oscar winner Kim 
Basinger through most of  the 1990s. The costars of  
The Marrying Man (1990) married in 1993 and had their 
daughter, Ireland, in 1995. Kim, who won an Oscar for 
L.A. Confidential (1997), filed for divorce on this date. Alec 
contends in his book Promise to Ourselves (2008), written with 
Mark Tabb, that Kim spent about $1.5 million to cut off  
any relationship with his daughter by refusing to discuss 
parenting, blocking visitation and telephone access, not 
following court orders and directly influencing the child 
against him. Baldwin contended he broke on April 11, 
2007, when he left an angry voicemail message referring 
to Ireland as a “rude, thoughtless little pig,” which was 
leaked to the TV show TMZ. He told Playboy that he 
contemplated suicide over the incident but instead sought 
professional help because he didn’t want his former family 
to have that satisfaction. “Destroying me,” he said, “was 
their avowed goal.”

f a d i n G  a d s
Q

advertisements on Buildings can remain visible a very long time, often 

until they’re obscured or eliminated by fresh paint, new construction or 

demolition. In many cities across America, large numbers of these faded 

historic artifacts remain as tangible indicators of change in neighborhoods, 

industries and consumer culture over generations. Books in this series capture 

the local stories behind these often-overlooked and disappearing relics 

through well-researched anecdotes and historical context, complemented 

by stunning color photography. Typically produced by local urban explorers 

who are also talented writers, researchers and photographers, these books 

contain 40,000 to 50,000 words and 75 to 85 images. 
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American Ice Company
NINTH AND WASHINGTON AVENUE

ABOVE  The American Ice and Coal 
business was one of three such 
large establishments that once did 
business here in the Italian Market 
area. This particular structure dates 
back well over one hundred years. 
The last building in the complex, 
and the largest, it was demolished 
in 2008, a day after this photo
was taken. 

INSET RIGHT The view, 
looking southeast, at other 
buildings in the massive, 
nearly block-long ice and coal 
warehousing complex, taken 
circa 1915. These buildings 
fronting Washington Avenue 
no longer stood at the time 
the 2008 photo was taken.  
Photo courtesy of PhillyHistory.
org, a project of the Philadelphia 
Department of Records.

This icehouse was one of three immense 
complexes that used to call the Italian 
Market area their home. Dating back well 
over one hundred years—it was listed on 
1875 city atlases as the Knickerbocker 
Ice Company—the massive, nearly block-
long edi� ce was the � nal remaining 
warehouse of its kind and stood as a 
constant reminder of a time before the 
era of refrigeration, even an era before 
electricity was commonplace.

   During this era, coal and ice would 
arrive from the waterfront via train 
tracks that ran down Washington 
Avenue. The large loads would be 
deposited in the warehouse space and 
divided into smaller deliveries. The 
iceman would then deliver large blocks 
of ice daily via a horse-drawn carriage 
(and later in a truck) to businesses and 

homes in the area. Chunks of ice would 
be chiseled o�  by hand to � t within each 
customer’s individual home icebox. The 
American Ice and Coal Company also 
supplied many of Philadelphia’s once-
numerous local breweries with ice to 
keep their brewed products cold while 
in storage and transit. Similarly, coal 
carriages and trucks ran down the alleys 
behind homes, delivering coal through 
chutes that emptied directly into bins 
in row house cellars. Some row homes 
still have these chutes, or at least the 
remainders of the interior delivery end, 
in their basement walls.

   Abandoned for forty years and left to 
the ravages of the weather, the interior 
of this main icehouse structure was 
so deteriorated that the building was 
deemed beyond repair and could not be 

155

rehabilitated. The Redevelopment 
Authority designated the blocks 
around the icehouse “blighted” in 
order to condemn the building. 
The complex was demolished in 
January 2008 and, along with it, 
these painted signs. While there 
were plans to construct a new 
senior living center on the site, as 
of this writing, the location remains 
a vacant lot awaiting development.
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o n  t H i s  d a y  i n  H i s t o r y k i d s ’  H i s t o r y
Q

f a d i n G  a d s

this series presents local stories of creative nonfiction or historical 

fiction for young readers. Authors are local historians or storytellers who 

collaborate with local artists to create illustrative images. The content 

ranges from 25,000 to 45,000 words and 10 to 30 images.   

n o n - s e r i e s

Books that do not clearly fit into a defined series may be considered 
for publication as long as the content is focused on a local or regional 
topic, the author is known in the area and the content is written for a 
local general audience. A maximum of 50,000 words and 100 images 
is preferred.

Q



645 Meeting Street • Suite 200 • Charleston, SC  29403
publishing@historypress.net •  843.577.5971

w w w . h i s t o r y p r e s s . n e t

e-mail us or visit our website for our 
current proposal form.

Publish 
with


